
 
 

 

ESSENTIAL HOME | MID CENTURY FURNITURE 

 

THE ULTIMATE 60’s MOVE OF MID CENTURY DESIGN. 

 

Essential Home is the epitome of bohemian thoughtful unique design. Its design merge 

important historical references from the ‘30s and 60’s with contemporary influences. The 

harmony of masculine and feminine, classic and contemporary, high and low, is integral to the 

brand’s maverick sense of eclecticism and fearless, iconic style.  

The brand deals with different, intimate and cozy ambiences that express the elegance and 

refinement of a home luxury. Essential Home has a midcentury modern signature that makes it 

desirable to all.  

 

GATHER YOUR FRIENDS AND SHARE A GLASS OF PORT 

 

Essential Home Colection began in the form of the first furniture collection of the lighting design 

brand DelightFULL. “Soon we understood that this collection had a mind of its own. Essential 

Home eclectic style inspired us to create more and more. We couldn’t keep it inside doors 

anymore” said Nuno Corte Real, one of the designers involved in the creation of this retro high 

end universe. 

Essentials become Essential Home and the midcentury modern furniture brand was born. The 

brand evolved into a 50’s and 60’s world of inspiration where bestsellers such as the Monocles 

Sideboard design played an important part of setting the retro mood that was going to serve as 

a stepping stone for the newcomer brand.   

 A union characterized by sensitivity, colors, matter and design. Here is how the ambiences, 

through a strongly evocative connotation of the ‘50s, give their guests a sort of union between 

past and present. Outline of the past that merge in a contemporary and modern ambience, 

creating in this way an eclectic atmosphere, characterized by matt, soft and cozy tones. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.essentialhome.eu/
http://www.essentialhome.eu/
http://www.essentialhome.eu/


 
 

 

MEET THE COLLECTION 

 

UPHOLSTERY 

 
 

A selection of the most coveted midcentury modern 

pieces. Armchairs and barstools are made of the perfect 

combination of exotic materials, soft velvet, luxurious 

leather and brass details. 

CASEGOODS 

 

 

Inspired in the 50’s and 60’s bohemian lifestyle, all 

casegoods have sleek modern lines that perpetuate the 

retro high end feeling and exude joye de vivre. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

LIGHTING 

 

 
 

A collection of tropical 60’s lighting fixtures. Colorful and 

fun these handmade lamps bring the past and the future 

together in a fusion of eclectic style. 

 

ACCESSORIES 

 

 

An effortlessly chic collection of luxurious gadgets that 

together pull out the ultimate retro set. Mid century 

modern screens and golden mirrors: the 60’s touch just 

became high end. 



 
 

 

RUGS 

 

Named after great movie directors, each rug is 

handmade and unique.  Adapting to every kind of 

double’s agents interior needs, Essential’s Rugs are a 

true masterpiece. 

 

 


